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Freud (in Historical Context)

Karl Heinrich Ulrichs
(1825-1895)
Early German activist for
“gay rights”
1862: Coins term
Uranismus for what will
eventually be called
“homosexuality”
Third sex theory —
normal variation theory
urning (woman’s
spirit in man’s body)
urnind (man’s spirit
in woman’s body)
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Theories of Normal Variation
 Homosexuality is a phenomenon which
occurs naturally—not illness or pathology
 Born different, but differences are natural
 Analogy with left-handedness
 “Born gay”

Karl Maria Kertbeny
(1824-1882)
Hungarian writer
1869: Invention of the
“homosexual”
Wrote political response
to laws criminalizing
homosexuality in Prussia
(precursor to German
Paragraph 175)
Homosexuality is a
normal variation (as
opposed to a moral
failing)
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Richard von KrafftEbing (1840-1902)
1886: Psychopathia
Sexualis
Adopts and popularizes
term “homosexuality”
Degeneracy theory—
theory of pathology

Theories of Pathology
 Define adult homosexuality as disease or
abnormal condition
 Heterosexual developent is biologically/naturally
predetermined
 Adult heterosexuality is normal, nondiseased state
 Deviations from conventional gender role
expectations are symptoms of the homosexual
disease (atypical gender behavior)
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Theories of Pathology
 External, pathogenic agent traumatizes and
turns an individual from straight path leading
to normal heterosexuality
 External event can occur pre- or post-natally
– intrauterine hormonal exposure
– too much mothering
– inadequate or hostile fathering
– sexual abuse
– gender identity disorder

Richard von Krafft-Ebing
 Evolution as “anthropomorphic force” that
expects people to behave in the ways in
which they have been designed
 Presages other “scientific” theories of
homosexual pathology, particularly those
that focus on reproduction as standard for
mental health
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Normal Variant Theorists
in Freud’s Time
 Havelock Ellis
(1859-1939)

 Magnus Hirschfeld
(1868-1935)

Sigmund Freud
(1856-1939)
1905: Three Essays on
Sexuality (inversion)
Rejects pathologizing
degeneracy theory (ancient
Greece and Rome; those of
“high intellectual
development and ethical
culture”)
Rejects normalizing third
sex theory
Not an illness: perversion
is “negative” of neurosis—
unconflicted expression of
instinct
“Developmental Arrest” —
not quite an illness, but not
quite normal—theory of
immaturity
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Theories of Immaturity
 Homosexuality can be a normal step toward
the development of adult heterosexuality
 Passing phase, something that normal
people outgrow
 “Developmental arrest” (stunted growth)

Letter to an American Mother
“Homosexuality is assuredly no advantage,
but it is nothing to be ashamed of, no vice,
no degradation; it cannot be classified as an
illness; we consider it to be a variation of the
sexual function, produced by a certain arrest
of sexual development.”
Freud, 1935
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Freud and Third Sex Theories
“Magnus Hirschfeld has left our ranks in
Berlin. No great loss, he is a flabby,
unappetizing fellow, absolutely incapable of
learning anything. Of course he takes your
remark at the Congress as a pretext;
homosexual touchiness. Not worth a tear.”
Letter from Freud to Jung, 1911

Freud and Third Sex Theories
“Psychoanalytic research is most
decidedly opposed to any attempt at
separating off homosexuals from the rest of
mankind as a group of special character...it
has found that all human beings are capable
of making a homosexual object-choice and
have in fact made one in their unconscious...
Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality, 1905
Footnote Added, 1915
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“. . . opposed to any attempt at separating off homosexuals
from the rest of mankind as a group of special character”

 Freud appears affirmative but…
…actually a rebuke of Third Sex theories and
gay rights (homophile) movement of Freud’s
time
 Freud believed there could only be two sexes
with everyone having some capacity to
express, either consciously or unconsciously,
both masculine and feminine instincts

Freud and Third Sex Theories
“. . . homosexual men have experienced a
specially strong fixation on their mother . . . in
addition to their manifest homosexuality, a
very considerable measure of latent or
unconscious homosexuality can be detected
in all normal people. If these [two] findings
are taken into account, then, clearly, the
supposition that nature in a freakish mood
created a ‘third sex’ falls to the ground.”
Psychogenesis of a Case of Homosexuality in a Woman, 1920
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Did Freud Think Homosexuality
Was Normal?
“Normal people have a certain homosexual component and a
very strong heterosexual component. The homosexual
component should be sublimated as it now is in society; it
is one of the most valuable human assets, and should be
put to social uses. One cannot give one's impulses free
rein. Your attitude reminds me of a child who just
discovered everybody defecates and who then demands
that everybody ought to defecate in public; that cannot be.”
Freud to Joseph Wortis
Fragment of an Analysis with Freud, 1954

NeoFreudian Pathologizers
Psychoanalysis Redefines
Homosexuality as “Perversion”
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Sandor Rado
(1890-1972)
Refutes Freud’s theory
of psychic bisexuality
(1940)
Heterosexuality is
normal expected
outcome of development
Homosexuality
represents avoidant
anxiety of the other sex
and indicative of other
severe psychopathology
Theory of Pathology

Melanie Klein
(1882-1960)
A general shift in focus
of psychoanalytic theory
and treatment to
“preoedipal” phases
Homosexuality
associated with paranoid
trends of oral stage
“The oral fixation to the
father’s penis belonging
to the sucking stage
appears to me to be a
fundamental factor in the
establishment of true
homosexuality”
The Psycho-Analysis of Children, 1932
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Edmund Bergler
(1899-1962)
Author of numerous
popular books based on
psychoanalytic theory of
the time:
Homosexuality:
Disease or Way of
Life? (1956)
Counterfeit-Sex:
Homosexuality,
Impotence, Frigidity
(1958)
One Thousand
Homosexuals:
Conspiracy of Silence,
or Curing and
Deglamorizing
Homosexuals (1959)

Edmund Bergler
 Fervent critic of Kinsey reports
 Locates homosexuality in preoedipal, oral
phase
 Breast complex—narcissistic response to
weaning and the loss of breast
accompanied by substituting homosexual
bond for heterosexual bond with mother.
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Edmund Bergler

“I

have no bias against homosexuals; for
me they are sick people requiring
medical help.”
Homosexuality: Disease or Way of Life?, 1956

Edmund Bergler
“Homosexuals are essentially disagreeable people,
regardless of their pleasant or unpleasant
outward manner. True, they are not responsible
for their unconscious conflicts. However, these
conflicts sap so much of their inner energy that
the shell is a mixture of superciliousness, fake
aggression, and whimpering. Like all psychic
masochists, they are subservient when
confronted with a stronger person, merciless
when in power, unscrupulous about trampling on
a weaker person. The only language their
unconscious understands is brute force.”
Homosexuality: Disease or Way of Life?
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Radoite Theorists
 Irving Bieber et al (1962)
– 106 homosexual analysands and 100
heterosexual controls
– Pathological family constellations “cause”
homosexuality
– close-binding mothers dominate father
– Claim 27% “cure rate” with psychoanalysis
– C. A. Tripp (1976)

Radoite Theorists
 Charles Socarides (1968, 1978, 1995):
–
–
–
–

Redefines homosexuality as neurosis (Hans Sachs)
Fervent opponent of 1973 APA decision
Claims 35% “cure rate” over entire career (1995)
Antigay activist in cultural debates about
homosexuality in the 1990s—testifies against civil
rights legislation in Colorado and in favor of sodomy
laws in Tennessee
– 1992, Founder and first President of NARTH
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Psychoanalytic Dissenters

The Sixties

Judd Marmor
(1910-2004)
Sexual Inversion
The Multiple Roots of
Homosexuality (1965)
Contributions from history,
comparative zoology,
genetics, endocrinology,
sociology, anthropology,
law, psychology, and
psychoanalytic psychiatry
Presented opposing views
Hooker, Stoller, Szasz
Bieber, Ovesey, Rado
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Sexual Inversion (1965)
“The assumption that homosexuals are all alike
is a stereotype born of cultural prejudice . . .
The dependability of a homosexual . . .
depends on whether or not he is a responsible
human being with an adequate superego, and
that factor is the only one to be evaluated;
otherwise, his homosexuality is neither more
nor less relevant than is the heterosexuality of
a male counselor in a girl’s camp.”

Thomas Szasz
(1920-2012)
The Myth of Mental
Illness (1961)
Questions motives of
mental health
professionals in labeling
unconventional
behaviors—issue of
power, rather than of
medicine
Anti-psychiatry
movement
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Robert J. Stoller
(1924-1991)
Studied transsexual and
intersex patients
Introduces concept of
gender identity, as
distinct from sexual
orientation, into
psychoanalytic literature
Undermines traditional
psychoanalytic theories
of homosexuality that
conflate gender identity
and sexual orientation

Break
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Mid 20th Century Sexology

Modern Sex Research
 Psychoanalytic theory of homosexuality
based on studies of
– Individual patients seeking treatment unhappy about
their sexual orientation (case histories)
– Prison populations

 Sexology Research: Field studies of nonpatient populations
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Modern Sexology Research
 A view of homosexuality as a “normal
variant” of human sexuality (analogy with
left-handedness)
 1948 and 1953: The Kinsey Reports
 1957: Evelyn Hooker

Alfred Kinsey
(1894-1956)
Insect taxonomy
Evolutionary importance
of variations within a
species
Thousands of detailed
interviews about
people’s sexual
practices (non-patients)
High rates of
homosexuality (10-37%)
argued in favor of normal
variation
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Kinsey Scale
 Kinsey 0: Exclusive
Heterosexuality
 Kinsey 6: Exclusive
Homosexuality
 Five Grades of Bisexuality
(Kinsey1-5)
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Evelyn Hooker
(1907-1996)
1957: Study compared
non-patient homosexual
men with heterosexual
controls
Used 3 projective tests -Rorschach, Thematic
Apperception Test [TAT],
Make-A-Picture-Story
[MAPS]
“Blind” judges
No significant differences
between two groups
Results at odds with
prevailing theory of the
time—supports normal
variant point of view

The 1973 APA Decision
Psychoanalysis & Sexology Clash
(Gay Activism as Catalyst)
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1969
NYC Stonewall riots begin modern gay
civil rights movement

Events Leading Up to 1973 APA Decision
 In aftermath of Stonewall, “Psychiatry”
identified as “the enemy”
 1970, 1971: Gay activists “zap” APA
meetings
 1971: First APA panel with non-patient gays
as presenters
 1972: Dr. H. Anonymous Episode
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Dr. H Anonymous (John Fryer, MD)
(Barbara Gittings, Frank Kameny, John Fryer)

John Fryer, MD (1938-2003)
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The 1973 APA Decision
 1972-73: Scientific Committees review
literature—sexology deemed more scientific
 1973: APA BOT removes “homosexuality” from
the Diagnostic Manual (DSM-II)
 1974: Psychoanalysts petition to overturn BOT
decision by membership referendum
 58% of 10,000 APA members vote (out of 20,000)
in referendum to support the board’s decision

Aftermath of APA Decision
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The 1973 APA Decision
 What was the vote actually about?
– Most psychiatrists of time trained in illness model
– Vote to support APA’s BOT and scientific process

 Opponents of removal would later argue that “science
cannot be decided by a vote”
– They would usually fail to mention that they were the ones
who asked for the vote in the first place

 Can scientific questions be decided by a vote?

Can scientific questions be decided
by a vote?

 Absolutely!
 In 2006 the International
Astronomical Union voted
Pluto is no longer a planet
 In science and medicine,
“objective facts” are often
filtered through human
subjectivity until
consensus is reached
 DSM is not a “bible” but a
users’ manual
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Psychoanalysis
1973-1992
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Aftermath of APA Decision
Cultural Normalization of Homosexuality
 (1) If homosexuality is not an illness, and
 (2) If one does not literally accept biblical
prohibitions against homosexuality, and
 (3) If contemporary, secular democracy
separates church and state, and
 (4) If openly gay people are able and
prepared to function as productive citizens,
 Then what is wrong with being gay?

Aftermath of APA Decision
 Psychoanalysts circle the wagons—continue to insist
they know homosexuality is an illness
 Resist cultural normalization of homosexuality
 Meetings of American Psychoanalytic Association
continue to present view of homosexuality as illness
 Openly lesbian and gay mental health professionals
continue to be denied training in institutes of APsaA
 Psychoanalysts increasingly marginalized in mental
health professions
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1970s
Renewed criticism at the field’s edges
 Contemporary Psychoanalysis (1976)
– RC Friedman “Psychodynamics and sexual object
choice”; replies by Bieber and Socarides

 Stephen A. Mitchell (1946-2000)
– Psychodynamics, homosexuality, and the question
of pathology (1978), Psychiatry
– Psychoanalytic treatment of homosexuality: Some
technical considerations (1981), Int Review
Psycho-Analysis

1980s: Dissent from the field’s center
 Richard A. Isay
– 1983 APsaA Panel on Homosexuality
(Stanley Leavy, Stoller, Friedman)
– On the analytic therapy of
homosexual men (1985),
Psychoanalytic Study of the Child
– Being Homosexual: Gay Men and
Their Development (1989)
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1988
 Kenneth Lewes
– The Psychoanalytic Theory of Male
Homosexuality (1988)

 Richard C. Friedman
– Male Homosexuality: A Contemporary
Psychoanalytic Perspective (1988)

1989
American Academy of Psychoanalysis
adopts non-discrimination statement
Sexual orientation not relevant to
membership in the Academy
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1990s
 1991: After lawsuit threat, American
Psychoanalytic Association (APsaA) adopts sexual
orientation non-discrimination statement in
selection of candidates
 1992: APsaA revises non-discrimination
statement to include selection of faculty, training
and supervising analysts
 1990-1992: World Health Organization removes
homosexuality from ICD-10

Break
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The Queering of Psychoanalysis

Gay and Lesbian Analysts Come
Out of the Closet

Gay and Lesbian Analysts Come
Out
 Prior to the 1990s, no institute of the APsaA
would train openly gay or lesbian analysts
 Gay and lesbian analysts who come out in
the early 1990s are mostly psychologists
and mostly trained outside the APsaA
 Intellectual and theoretical influences from
outside medicine
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Queer Theory
 Postmodern discipline, outgrowth of gender
studies & gay & lesbian studies
 Plays on the double meaning of “queer,”
historically a disparaging term for gay
people
 “Queer” appropriated as marker of a unique,
outsider’s take on cultural conventions

Queer Theory
 Challenges assumptions underlying binary
categories like “masculinity/femininity,” or
“homosexuality/heterosexuality”
 Challenges cultural norms, seen as oppressive,
“deconstructing” the implicit assumptions upon
which such norms are based (Foucault)
 Draws attention to how identities are socially
constructed through history, language and custom,
arguing that these identities do not arise from
biological (essentialist) factors
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In the beginning, God created
man

What Does This Mean?
 Man came first (Patriarchy)
 Second model improved on the first
(Feminism)
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1990s
Gay and Lesbian Analysts Come Out
In both theory and treatment, they shift the
historical psychoanalytic focus from
questions about what “causes”
homosexuality to, among other things,
inquiring why people ask questions about
“etiology” in the first place

American Psychoanalytic Assn
 1991: Richard Isay and ACLU threaten a
discrimination lawsuit for its policy of not
training openly gay and lesbian candidates
– APsaA issues non-discrimination statement
regarding training of candidates

 1992: APsaA issues non-discrimination
statement regarding faculty, training and
supervising analysts
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1993: NYU Postdoctoral Program in
Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy
“Perspectives on Homosexuality
An Open Dialogue”
 Disorienting Sexuality (1995)
– Roy Schafer, The evolution of my views on
nonnormative sexual practice

1990s
The Queering of Psychoanalysis
 Noreen O’Connor & Joanna Ryan
(1993)
– Wild Desires and Mistaken Identities:
Lesbianism & Psychoanalysis
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1990s
The Queering of Psychoanalysis
 Martin Stephen Frommer (1994),
“Homosexuality and psychoanalysis:
Technical considerations revisited,”
Psychoanalytic Dialogues
 Ken Corbett (1996), “Homosexual boyhood:
Notes on girlyboys,” Gender &
Psychoanalysis
 Maggie Magee & Diana Miller (1997),
Lesbian Lives: Psychoanalytic Narratives Old
and New

1997
The Terrain Shifts
American Psychoanalytic Association was first
mainstream mental health organization to
endorse marriage equality
(same-sex marriage)
2003: American Psychological Association
2005: American Psychiatric Association
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1990s
The Queering of Psychoanalysis
 Adria Schwartz (1998), Sexual Subjects:
Lesbians, Gender, and Psychoanalysis
 Jack Drescher (1998), Psychoanalytic
Therapy and the Gay Man
 Ronnie Lesser & Erica Schoenberg (1999),
That Obscure Subject of Desire: Freud’s
Female Homosexual Revisited

2008: J Gay & Lesbian
Mental Health
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JGLP: Psychoanalytic Updates
 Joyce McDougall (2001)
– Gender Identity and Creativity
– Repudiates positions taken in earlier papers in which
lesbians are pathologized

 Otto Kernberg (2001)
– Unresolved Issues in the Psychoanalytic Theory of
Homosexuality and Bisexuality
– Acknowledges existence of “neurotic” homosexuals
previously overlooked in earlier writings

2001
 White Institute appoints its first two openly gay
Training Analysts
 Western New England Institute appoints first
openly gay Training Analyst
 IPA approves a position statement opposing
“discrimination of any kind. This includes, but is
not limited to, any discrimination on the basis of
age, race, gender, ethnic origin, religious belief or
homosexual orientation.”
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June 2019
Lee Jaffe,
President of APsaA, issues apology on
occasion of 50th anniversary of
New York City Stonewall riots

Lee Jaffe, June 2019
 In 1969, homosexuality was considered a mental illness and
sexual orientation was conflated with gender identity by the
mental health field
 This led to many being coerced, either by force or choice, into
traumatic and harmful methods to “cure” homosexual desires
and non-conforming gender identities.
 This belief also contributed to widespread discrimination and
prejudice in housing, employment, healthcare, and in society at
large.
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Lee Jaffe, June 2019
 Regrettably some of that era’s understanding of
homosexuality and gender identity can be attributed to the
American psychoanalytic establishment
 It is long past time to recognize and apologize for our role
in the discrimination and trauma caused by our profession
 While APsaA is now proud to be advocating for sexual and
gender diversity, we all know that hearing the words “we
are sorry” is important to healing past trauma

Other Apologies Followed






Boston Psychoanalytic Society and Institute
Columbia Center for Psychoanalytic Training (NYC)
New Center for Psychoanalysis (Los Angeles)
Psychoanalytic Association of New York
Washington Baltimore Center for Psychoanalysis

 Finnish Psychoanalytic Society
 British Psychoanalytic Council*
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What Has Changed?

Marriage Equality
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Gay & Lesbian Analysts
 Now openly speak as respected subjects, rather
than objects of psychoanalytic derision
 Spend as little time with their gay patients
pondering the “causes” of homosexuality as
straight analysts and patients spend wondering
about what “causes” heterosexuality
 Advocate openly for gay and lesbian patients and
help them cope with antihomosexual bias
 Focus professional attention on the mental and
physical health needs of gay and lesbian patients

For a Copy of Paper
Drescher, J. (2008). A history of homosexuality
and organized psychoanalysis. J. American
Academy of Psychoanalysis & Dynamic
Psychiatry, 36(3):443-460.
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